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A LONDON SYMPHONY
A London Symphony was Vaughan Williams’s first wholly orchestral symphony and his first
large-scale orchestral composition. It owes its origin to George Butterworth, the gifted
composer who was killed on the Somme in 1916. Vaughan Williams has written of an evening
spent with Butterworth in 1911: ‘Just as he was getting up to go he said in his characteristically
abrupt way: ‘You know, you ought to write a symphony.’ From that moment the idea of a
symphony – a thing I had always declared I
would never attempt – dominated my mind.’
He had already made some sketches for a
symphonic poem about London, a city he
loved and where, since his marriage to
Adeline Fisher in 1897, he had lived.
From his study in the attic of 13 Cheyne
Walk, Chelsea, he had a wonderful view of
the river. Paintings always provided
Vaughan Williams with creative stimulus
and examples were impelling his mind
towards London as a musical subject. He
knew well Monet’s impressionist London
scenes.

Houses of Parliament by Monet – 1904

First performed on 27th March 1914, conducted by Geoffrey Toye, A London Symphony was
immediately acclaimed, but the composer was not satisfied and he revised and cut it for
performances under Adrian Boult in 1918. The score was first published in 1920 and bore a
dedication to the memory of Butterworth. Further cuts were made in the 1930s when the revised
score was published. In 1951, when Vaughan Williams revised the orchestration of the six
symphonies he had written he left the London alone, writing to Sir John Barbirolli that it was
‘past mending, though indeed with all its faults I love it still – indeed it is my favourite of my
family of six’.
The finest collection of paintings of London can be found in the little known Guildhall Art
Gallery, established in 1886. When being rebuilt in 1988, archaeologists discovered the circular
remains of London’s Roman Amphitheatre where crowds would once have gathered to watch
public executions, animal fights and gladiatorial combats. See both the Gallery and
Amphitheatre absolutely free, courtesy of the City of London.

A London Symphony
Study Score Ref D45 £15.00 Full Score (Paperback) Ref H149Z £28.50 (Hardback) Ref B628 £45.00
Orchestral material for all versions available for rental
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Since the launch at the Association of British Choral Directors Convention in Cardiff in August
2014, our new choral series has gone from strength to strength. Several new works are
particularly suited for the Christmas period. These include three works by Peter Foggitt – A
Christmas Lullaby for SATB and piano or organ (Ref CN9P £2.25), As I rode out for
unaccompanied SATB (Ref CN2P £2.25) and From heaven on high the angels sing for SATB
and organ or piano (with divisions) (Ref CN7P £2.50).
Edmund Jolliffe has contributed two Christmas works to the series – Christus natus hodie for
trebles (3-part) and piano (Ref CN13P £2.50) and Follow the star for unison trebles and piano
(Ref CN15P £2.25).
Last, but by no means least, is Barnaby Martin’s Videntes stellam for SATB and organ (Ref
CN17P £2.25).
All the above are also available as PDF versions at £17.50 for printing up to 35 copies. They
may be viewed online in their entirety and purchased through the secure Stainer & Bell online
shop at www.stainer.co.uk/choralnow, where you will also find composer profiles. All prices
include VAT where applicable.

TWO OF THE BEST NEW PUBLICATIONS
Songs and Dances
for Flute and Piano
by
Bryan Kelly
Ref H487 £7.00

My family and other animals
for Clarinet in B flat and Piano
by
Edmund Jolliffe
Ref H486 £7.00
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BORN IN SONG

Once home to Reverend Samuel Wesley, his wife Susanna and their children, this Queen Anne
style rectory at Epworth, Lincolnshire, was built in 1709. The original rectory caught fire one
night a year earlier with parents and children escaping safely, bar one. A farmer spotted the sixyear-old John looking out from an upstairs window amid the flames. Several neighbours
climbed on each other’s shoulders until the man at the top was able to pull the boy out of the
fire to safety. Moments later, the whole house exploded in flames. John often referred to himself
as ‘A brand plucked from the burning’ – quoting Zechariah 3:2: ‘Is this not a brand plucked
from the fire?’. He went on to be a founder of the Methodist movement.
Methodism had a great influence on the working classes in the British Isles during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The term ‘Methodist’ was originally a term of derision
made by fellow students at Oxford towards brothers John and Charles and their followers who
were ‘methodical’ in praying, studying and visiting prisoners in the nearby gaol.
As Anglican priests, the brothers toured the length and breadth of the
country – John preaching to vast crowds whilst Charles wrote hymns
– over eight thousand – many of which were sung to popular tunes of
the day. The beginnings of the Methodist Church have often been
referred to as being ‘born in song’.
The achievement of John and Charles in establishing the foundations
of Methodist music has been largely unexplored. However, in his
book Music of the Heart (Ref B826 £12.50), Carlton R. Young, one
of the leading scholars in the field, explains the theological
background to the vast hymnic repertoire the brothers created, and
the history behind such classic 18th-century tune books as the
Foundry Collection of 1742 and Sacred Harmony of 1780.
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FROM TROC TO TROXY
On Saturday 22nd August over 800 cinema organ enthusiasts gathered amid the art deco
splendour of the Troxy theatre on East London’s Commercial Road for the debut concert of
the recently installed historic Wurlitzer organ. The four-manual (keyboards) ‘Troxy
Wurlitzer’ was built in 1928 for the Trocadero Cinema in Elephant and Castle, but was
preserved when the building was demolished in 1963. In 1979 the instrument was
reassembled in the Edric Hall of the then Borough Polytechnic where it was known as the
South Bank Wurlitzer, and was a popular feature until the hall was closed for development
in 2004.
Richard Hills at the console

Putting the ‘mighty’ back into this
© John Leeming
‘mighty Wurlitzer’ has indeed been a
story of dedication by the Cinema Organ
Society over many decades. Its triumphant resurrection in the art deco
Troxy theatre in Stepney, which, by
coincidence was the Troc’s glamorous
sister theatre, has been thanks yet again
to the tireless work of the COS and its supporters, with the encouragement of the Troxy
management to make it happen.
In an evening of sparkling virtuosity, compèred by
Simon Gledhill, Richard Hills delivered Limehouse
Blues, Jack Strachey’s Theatreland and other
topical items with flawless style, and Robert Wolfe
dazzled the house with his mastery of the
‘Blackpool sound’. In the audience there were
welcome visitors from overseas, and many wellknown faces including COS President John Mann
and renowned theatre organ teacher John Norris.
Also present were descendants of the Hyams
Simon Gledhill looks on as John Mann
family, builders of both the Troxy and Trocadero.
© John Leeming
cuts the ribbon
And there were memories aplenty of the formidable
players and entertainers of the past, including Louis Mordish and Ena Baga (both of whom
have played here at Victoria House) and Quentin Maclean, who, in bringing this remarkable
instrument to life through their unique musicianship had all played a part in its history.
Nicholas Williams

Louis Mordish spent much of his early career at the Troxy as a
pianist before becoming one of the country’s foremost exponents of
the cinema organ. He recalls in his autobiography So I think I’ll
become a musician (Ref B808 £9.25) that ‘the Hyams Brothers
believed in providing full value for money and invariably put on
first-class stage shows with interesting new artistes such as the
young American harmonica player, Larry Adler.’ Louis’s life was
extremely full – pianist, organist, composer, musical director. He
ended his career as a member of the prestigious Claridges Orchestra
in the famous Mayfair hotel. A must-read book!
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We recently received a very welcome
package containing a 2 CD set of
organ music and transcriptions of
works by Ralph Vaughan Williams.
The CDs, produced by Albion
Records and entitled Bursts of
Acclamation, run for over two hours.
The organist is David Briggs, who
plays the organ at the Sacred Heart
Church in Wimbledon, South
London. David is an internationally
renowned organist whose performances are acclaimed for their
musicality, virtuosity, and ability to
excite and engage audiences of all
ages.
At the age of 17, David obtained his
FRCO (Fellow of the Royal College of Organists) diploma, winning all the prizes and the Silver
Medal of the Worshipful Company of Musicians. From 1981 to 1984 he was Organ Scholar at
King’s College, Cambridge, before holding positions at Hereford, Truro and Gloucester
Cathedrals. Currently he is Artist-in-Residence at St James Cathedral, Toronto.
The organ at the Sacred Heart was built by J. W. Walker & Sons in their characteristically grand
Edwardian style, and devised on a lavish scale. By the early 1980s it was falling into disrepair,
but a partial restoration by Mander Organs brought it back to life. In April 2010 the instrument
was completely dismantled and Manders carried out a comprehensive restoration of all the
bellows, mechanism and pipework.
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872–1958) began violin lessons when he was seven and soon
discovered that he felt much happier with a stringed instrument than he had ever done with the
pianoforte. However, first at Charterhouse and then at Cambridge, Ralph gradually became an
accomplished organist, and on leaving university became, in 1895, organist at the 1500-seater
church of St Barnabas, Guildford Road, South Lambeth. This could have been as much because
he wanted to live in London as for the annual salary of £50, but it was not an insignificant
position.

A VAUGHAN WILLIAMS ORGAN ANTHOLOGY

Four classic arrangements by Henry G. Ley

Among the twenty-two tracks on these CDs
are the four transcriptions by Henry G. Ley
of works by RVW contained within A
Vaughan Williams Organ Anthology (Ref
H482 £9.45). These arrangements
demonstrate both the complexity of
Vaughan Williams’s original compositions
and Ley’s legendary prowess as an organist
(this despite the handicap of having a club
foot): Walter Alcock apparently called him
‘the Paderewski of the organ’.

Largo sostenuto from A Sea Symphony
The slow movement from A London Symphony
Alla Sarabanda from the Phantasy Quintet
Antiphon from Five Mystical Songs
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Gondoliera
for
Cello and Piano

W H Squire
William Henry Squire’s Gondoliera for cello and piano
evokes the dreamy magic of Venice and the barcarolles
of Chopin, Fauré, Liszt and Mendelssohn. Performers
and audiences who enjoy the three ‘Venetian gondola
songs’ in Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Worte will
certainly derive pleasure from Squire’s illustration of the
watery half-light of the lagoon at dusk or daybreak and
the chiaroscuro of a contrasting, brighter middle section
in G major.
Though not challenged technically beyond an
intermediate level of difficulty of around Grade 6,
cellists ideally must project the melody with truly vocal
poise and bel canto spirit in this short work that is a real
treasure for amateur and professional players alike.
Ref H485 £5.95

Stainer & Bell
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BATTLE OF BRITAIN
Never in the field of human conflict
was so much owed
by so many
to so few.
Winston Churchill

On 10th July 2015, Spitfires, Hurricanes and Typhoon fighter jets flew over Buckingham
Palace to mark the seventy-fifth anniversary of what came to be known as the Battle of Britain.
Unless the Luftwaffe were able to have full command of the skies over the English Channel,
Hitler’s plan to invade Britain, code name Operation Sea Lion, could not proceed. Air
supremacy was eventually gained by the RAF, but it was a close-run thing.
As the planes flew up The Mall, seen by many tourists (including your editor), along with the
Queen, Prince Philip and a number of war veterans, the RAF band played Ron Goodwin’s
music from the films Battle Of Britain and 633 Squadron. The planes continued their flight
north back to their base at RAF Coningsby in Lincolnshire, giving colleagues here in Victoria
House an opportunity to witness this historic occasion as they sat at their desks.

Our Squadron
Leader
NIGEL OGDEN
Ref H428 £4.75
This lively march in military style frames a
‘big tune’ in E flat major, written in the
grand ceremonial manner. Sounding equally
fine on pipe or electronic instruments, the
piece is well within the range of players of
Grade 4 standard or above.
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CONINGSBY, TATTERSHALL AND
A COMPOSER OF NOTE
The Battle of Britain Memorial Flight had its
origins at Biggin Hill in July 1957. At that time, it
consisted of three Spitfires and the RAF’s last
airworthy Hurricane.
Now stationed at RAF Coningsby, the ‘museum
without walls’ maintains twelve historic aircraft:
an Avro Lancaster, a Dakota, six Spitfires, two
Hurricanes and two de Havilland Chipmunk
training aircraft.

Spitfire of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight

A mile from the airfield in Lincolnshire is Tattershall
Castle. Built between 1434 and 1446, the castle was the
primary residence of Ralph, 3rd Lord Cromwell and
Treasurer of England at the court of Henry VI. The
fortress is built of brick and is probably an early
domestic country mansion masquerading as a castle.

Tattershall Castle

Following Cromwell’s death in 1456, the castle changed
hands many times, eventually falling into neglect. When
the castle was put up for sale in 1910, an American
bought and ripped out the huge medieval fireplaces and
prepared them for shipping. At the eleventh hour, Lord
Curzon of Keddleston stepped in and bought the castle.
The fireplaces were tracked down in London and
restored to their rightful home. Curzon bequeathed the
castle to the National Trust on his death in 1925.

Like Curzon, Cromwell also left an endowment in his
will – in his case, to establish a collegiate church,
grammar school and almshouses at Tattershall. The
College statutes state that a clerk or priest should ‘teach
grammar to the choristers and to all sons of tenants of
the Lordship of Tattershall and of the College without
charge’. Among the pupils was John Taverner, one of
England’s great Tudor composers, who later returned as
a teacher.

Remains of The Old College, Tattershall

The College was dissolved in 1545, but the school continued for a further 150 years. In 1790 the
‘Old College’ was converted into a granary and malting house and as such continued into the
twentieth century. By 1972, only three walls of the Grammar School remained and the ruins
were taken into the guardianship of English Heritage. John Taverner’s music, however, mostly
survives intact, and is well represented in our catalogue. His masses and ritual and secular songs
are contained within five volumes of the Early English Church Music series while two choral
works (When the Sabbath was past SATBB (Ref W70 £2.30) and O most holy and mighty Lord
SATBaB (Ref W69 £3.15)) can be obtained separately as well as his masses Gloria Tibi
Trinitas SATTBB (Ref CS355 £8.50) and The Western Wind SATB (Ref CS326 £5.75).
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Here be Dragons!
The Thames in London is a great divide. North and South
London each have their own distinctive character. Residents
venturing across one of the many bridges and finding themselves
in unfamiliar territory may well exclaim ‘Here be dragons!’.
For those entering the square mile of the City, the remark is
quite literally true, for, on many routes into the area, the
Corporation has marked the boundary with metal dragons on
plinths.

© Mike Peel
(www.mikepeel.net)

Two examples of the Latin form hic sunt dracones are known to exist. One is on a globe made
from two ostrich eggs and dated to 1504, the other is on the Hunt-Lenox globe of similar period.
Ancient Roman and Medieval cartographers often used the phrase hic sunt leones – here are
lions. Both terms denote unknown territories on maps.
The illustration on Christopher
Maxim’s new work for clarinet in B
flat and piano is of the Ebstorf map.
Similar to the mappa mundi on show
in Hereford Cathedral, this map was
painted on thirty goat skins which,
when sewn together, measured 12ft x
12ft. Found in 1843 in a convent in
Ebstorf in northern Germany, the
map was destroyed in 1943 during
Allied bombing of Hanover. However
several facsimiles exist, of which this
illustration is one.
Thomas Sander, editor of the Portolan,
the journal of the Washington Map
Society, wrote ‘‘Here be dragons’ is a
very interesting sentence. In early
maps you would see images of sea
monsters; it was a way to say there’s
bad stuff out there.’
Be assured, there is no ‘bad stuff’ in
this composition by Christopher. His
popular Toccata Nuptiale for organ
(Ref H446 £5.75), where he cleverly
arranges the music hall song ‘Daisy Bell: A bicycle built for two’ in the style of the organist/
composer Louis Vierne, shows him to be a most imaginative (and user friendly!) composer.
Here be Dragons! Ref H488 £7.00
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Eric Thiman (1900–1975) was an organist, teacher,
conductor and prolific composer, who was a significant
figure in British musical life in the mid-twentieth century. A
number of his pieces were published by Stainer & Bell, and
several remain in the catalogue – notably the volume of
Thirteen Songs (Ref B665 £8.50).
Thiman, though largely self-taught, achieved his FRCO at
twenty-one, and his DMus when he was twenty-seven (at
that time the youngest person to have achieved this
qualification). He taught for many years at the Royal
Academy of Music, and at London University, while serving
long periods as organist of The Park Chapel and then the
City Temple. He also conducted various choral societies,
notably the Elysian Concert Society, and was for over forty
years the organist of the Free Church Choir Union festivals.
He produced somewhere between 1,200 and 1,300 compositions and was particularly known as
the foremost composer of his time for non-conformist churches. There are many anthems, organ
pieces, piano pieces, solo songs, works for choir and orchestra – both sacred and secular,
hymns, canticles and educational music. Very few of his contemporaries had so many published
pieces on the market as Thiman did in his lifetime.

As part of a renewed interest in his
work, The Eric Thiman Collection
has been set up in the choir library
at Southwell Minster, Nottinghamshire, with the support of the
composer’s niece, who lives
nearby, and the Rector Chori of
the Minster, Paul Hale. The
collection aims to house copies of
all of Thiman’s compositions (it
already possesses over a thousand
different pieces), plus recordings,
manuscripts, text books, photos
and memorabilia. Anyone with an
interest in Thiman’s music, or
with access to material which
might be useful for the collection,
should contact the archivist, Guy
Turner –
guyscottturner@gmail.com

Southwell Minster
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A creative spirituality is the essence of Andrew
Pratt’s continuing affirmation of the role of
hymnody in contemporary faith, through a corpus
of lyrics for public worship that are amongst the
most relevant of recent contributions to the form.
No less than with his very first texts, dating from
the late 1970s, the goal in this fourth and latest
collection is to make sense of language, living and
worshipping in a way that also acknowledges the
shifting and often contextual nature of our words
and of our world. One important influence in More
than Hymns has been the discipline of writing
hymns for three years of the readings of the Revised
Common Lectionary. Another has been his
response to the problem of evil as manifest in the
crises and conflicts of the last decade. There are
challenging insights into familiar Biblical themes,
and a number of refreshing items, each a pièce
d’occasion arising from the author’s varied pastoral
work.
Ref B944 £14.95

Andrew Pratt

has won a broad following for his work, in particular for his rapid
responses in verse to current affairs, notably natural and man-made catastrophes which, in a
way unique to our time, are experienced vicariously yet immediately by all through the
ubiquity of electronic media.
While reflecting popular opinion, his texts will
often throw new light on a situation in a way that
illuminates the complexity of our moral response
to disaster. His hymn ‘God’s on our side and God
will grieve’, for example, written after the
destruction of the World Trade Center on 11th
September 2001, was widely used in commemorative services both in the USA and in
Britain.
Prior to his calling to the Methodist ministry, his training was in zoology and marine biology,
which has lent his writing a particular concern with the interaction of faith-based and scientific
knowledge. Other dominant themes are the inclusivity of God’s word, grieving and
lamentation, and the inspiration of the psalms in all their variety of mood and message.
Currently a Research Supervisor at The Partnership for Theological Education, Luther King
House, Manchester, he is editor of The Bulletin of the Hymn Society of Great Britain and
Ireland, and has contributed widely to a variety of publications. He was also part of the
editorial team behind Big Blue Planet (Ref B827 £14.45), Story Song (Ref B817 £9.50) and
Sound Bytes (Ref B856 £14.25). His previous collections are Blinded by the Dazzle (Ref B840
£10.50), Whatever Name or Creed (Ref B874 £12.75) and Reclaiming Praise (Ref B891
£14.25).
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A SWIFT RADIANT MORNING G
Charles Hamilton Sorley (1895–1915) was killed at the Battle
of Loos in WWI; his oeuvre is quite small and ranges from
poems he wrote at school (Marlborough College) to those
written on the battlefield. Together with a cache of letters, they
reveal a remarkable and alluring young man, mature beyond his
years, whose so-early death was an immense loss. The texts for
this song-set show the range of Sorley’s thought, from the
meditative poems of his schooldays and his walks in the
Wiltshire Downs to those written when death loomed.
His life at the front is portrayed in ‘The Sounds of War’, the text taken from a letter home;
in ‘The Signpost’, he addresses death itself, while ‘In Memoriam’, his last poem, is
dedicated to a friend, Sidney Clayton Woodruffe, who died in battle shortly before him.
The first and last poems of the set, ‘Rooks’ and ‘Earth’s King’, offer some vision of Sorley
the boy and the man; above all ‘Earth’s King’ is presented here as a celebration of Sorley’s
life and a testament to the endurance of his legacy.
‘A Swift Radiant Morning’ for baritone and piano was commissioned by the Three Choirs
Festival from Rhian Samuel and first performed in Holy Trinity Church, Hereford, on 25th
July this year by soloist Roderick Williams and Susie Allan at the piano.
Ref Y329 £9.50

One of several panels on the plinth bearing ‘The Meeting Place’ – a 9m tall bronze statue of an
intimate pose by the world renowned sculptor Paul Day – St Pancras International Station, London.
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Let’s Make
Medieval Music
Medieval music tends to be a neglected area of study in our schools today. Authors Angus
Smith of the Orlando Consort, and John D Williams, Deputy Director of Music at Wells
Cathedral School, have produced an innovative publication which offers the class teacher a
rich source of material, and the potential to interest and stimulate all students at Key Stage 3
in the delights of medieval music.
There is a series of creative,
worthwhile and purposeful projects,
covering a variety of subjects from
medieval dance to compositional
met hods, and phot ocopi able
worksheets and scores. Everything is
presented in a clear and logical way
and the texts combine scholarly insight
with an obvious enthusiasm for the
subject.
The accompanying CD contains all the
music needed for listening and
contextual work. There are choral and
instrumental items performed by
professional ensembles, and versions
for use in rehearsals so that students
can practise their parts with CD
backing. Sets of sampled sounds and
MIDI files for repertoire pieces are
also contained in the CD.
From an age which produced music of
great imagination and invention, it is
good to see such vibrant music as
Sumer is icumen in arranged for a
variety of instruments including those pitched in B flat and E flat. So don’t worry if you
haven’t a grade 8 hurdy-gurdy player at your school; there is scope for pupils of all abilities
and instruments to join in!
This enterprising project by Stainer & Bell comes in a practical ringbound volume of 200
pages. It deserves prominent place in the resource library and represents very good value.
Ref B872 £24.95
Stephen Binnington

Sheet Music Magazine
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MUSIDOKU

COMPETITION

WINNERS

We are pleased to announce that the three
winners of our Musidoku competition held in
the Spring edition of The Bell were Matthew
Wright of Norwich, Carolyn Castledine of
Saffron Walden, Essex, and Marjorie Rogers of
Nottingham.
Each winner received the complete set of DVDs
of Hinge and Bracket.
Two books of the musical Sudoku are available:
Musidoku Opus 1 (Ref B897) and Musidoku
Opus 2 (Ref B904) – both priced at £4.50. Each
book contains 44 puzzles.
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